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ABSTRACT Changing power system configuration may result in load shed recovery (LSR) because
topology change can provide power flow control in meshed network. Some topologies may favor generation
redispatch as compared to others and can eliminate line congestion which leads to LSR. One of the known
methods for topology change is called transmission switching (TS) and research conducted in the past showed
that TS is an effective means of mitigating load shedding. However, another method of topology control also
exits and it is referred as intentional islanding (IIS). In this manuscript, we explore IIS as a potential solution
for LSR. IIS based on generator coherency has been presented in literature for mitigating cascading failures.
However, IIS has not been explored solely as a LSR mechanism. In this paper, we compare the LSR based
on IIS with well known LSR algorithm based on TS. The comparison is performed for IEEE 39-bus system
and IEEE 118-bus system. The results show that IIS has a potential to perform better than TS in terms of
computational efficiency and LSR.
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INDEX TERMS Contingency analysis, load shed recovery, intentional islanding, transmission switching,
topology control.

I. INTRODUCTION14

Power systems, now a days, are being operated close to their15

stability limits due to increasing electricity demand. One of16

the main goals of power system operators is to keep the power17

system secure and stable while meeting the variable power18

demand. However, in case of a disturbance, for example line19

outage, the nearby lines have to carry the weight of the failed20

lines’ power. This rerouting of power flows may cause over-21

load of various lines, thus resulting in a cascade of failures.22

Cascading failures, which are a series of successive power23

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Nagesh Prabhu .

failures that propagate throughout the power system, cause 24

large socioeconomic damages. The 2003 North American 25

blackout, for instance, was the result of two line outages in 26

the state of Ohio that left about 55 million people without 27

electricity. One such recent event was the blackout in South 28

America in June 2019 which affected Argentina and parts of 29

Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay [1]. In such instances, load 30

shedding might be the only solution to prevent cascading 31

failures and keep the system stable. 32

Researchers in the past have developed algorithms to mini- 33

mize the amount of load shed while also preventing cascading 34

failures [2]. Topology control has been proven useful for load 35

shed recovery (LSR). Topology changes can provide power 36
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flow control in meshed networks because some topologies37

may favor generation redispatch as compared to other topolo-38

gies [3], [4]. In this paper, we consider two types of topol-39

ogy control methods. One is named Transmission Switching40

(TS) [5], [6], and the other is known as intentional islanding41

(IIS) [7], [8]. The aim of this paper is to compare these42

two topology control methods with respect to computational43

efficiency and amount of load shed recovered after N-2 line44

contingencies. These two methods have been discussed in the45

past but no comparison amongst the two exists. In this paper,46

we try to fill this gap by comparing these methods in terms47

of LSR and computational efficiency. In the past, IIS has48

been discussed as a mitigation scheme for cascading failures.49

This work however, explores IIS as a LSR mechanism. LSR50

algorithms based on TS have been developed in [9] and [10].51

In this manuscript, we compare IIS based LSR algorithmwith52

a well known TS based LSR algorithm.53

The novelty and main contribution of this work are the54

simulation-based demonstration of an IIS method that can55

perform better than existing TS algorithms with the following56

features: i) no MIP based modification to optimal power57

flow (OPF) formulation as done in [10] and [11]; ii) at least58

one order of magnitude faster than LSBmax algorithm when59

seeking a solution for the IEEE 39-bus and IEEE 118-bus60

system [12]; iii) better LSR than the CE/ESM, LBTS, and61

LSBmax algorithms [12], [13].62

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II63

introduces TS and IIS, respectively. Section III introduces64

the DC optimal power flow (DCOPF) and AC optimal65

power flow (ACOPF) based formulation used in TS and66

IIS algorithms. Section IV describes the experimental setup.67

Section V describes the results and comparison between the68

IIS and the CE/ESM algorithm. Subsection V-D compares69

the IIS algorithm with the existing computationally fast TS70

algorithms from literature. Section VI concludes the findings.71

II. PRELIMINARIES72

A. TRANSMISSION SWITCHING (TS)73

TS is a planned line outage. Removing a line from the power74

system changes its topology and the new configuration may75

result in generation redispatch which can reduce load shed-76

ding. This concept was first introduced in 1980s. Research77

in the past has shown TS as an effective means of reducing78

line overloads [9], [14], reduction of line losses [9], cor-79

rective voltage violations [15], security enhancement [16],80

and improving economic dispatch [17], [18] using machine81

learning algorithms [19] and in hydro-electric context [20].82

TS based-resiliency model is proposed for extreme weather83

event scenarios [21]. Stochastic optimal TS model is devel-84

oped to improve the power system security margins under85

renewable uncertainties [22]. TS aware mixed-integer linear86

programming model is developed for multi-scenario trans-87

mission network expansion planning (TNEP) problem [23].88

Moreover, TS is also used for LSR [24], [25], which is the89

main focus of this paper. Despite of all its advantages, TS is90

being used by industries on limited occasions [9], [26]. One 91

of the main reasons for its limited use is the complex or 92

computationally expensive algorithms proposed in literature 93

to find the best TS candidate for larger systems [26]. 94

Complete enumeration (CE), [9], or exhaustive search 95

method (ESM) [10] is one of the well known methods to 96

find the best TS candidate. This method involves switching 97

lines, one by one, one at a time to find the best TS candidate. 98

Fig. 1 shows a flowchart for CE/ESM. For understanding, 99

consider CE/ESM as a two step process, where the first level 100

(shaded green color) determines the list of unfaulted branches 101

that needs to be checked. The blocks shown in shaded color 102

(orange) represent the choice of either the ACOPF or DCOPF 103

formulation. Note that the CE/ESM algorithm is agnostic to 104

the choice of formulation. In the second step, the branches 105

from the list will be tested to find the best TS candidate with 106

minimum load shedding. Assuming that electrical power sys- 107

tem is N-1 compliant, we consider non-trivial N-2 contingen- 108

cies. Non-trivial contingencies are a subset of contingencies 109

that require load shedding even after generation redispatch. 110

Note that the proposed algorithm is valid for any N-k line 111

contingencies, where k = 1,2,3,..n. After detecting a non- 112

trivial contingency, the algorithm removes/switches a line to 113

check whether load shedding is improved or not. This process 114

is repeated for all healthy lines in the system. Switching a 115

line that results in minimum amount of load shed is the best 116

TS candidate. An advantage of CE/ESM is the guarantee of 117

finding a TS candidate for LSR, thus making it the standard 118

base case for comparing newer algorithms [9], [10]. CE/ESM 119

performs well for small systems but for larger systems, with 120

a multitude of lines, the process of switching each line and 121

running DC optimal power flow (DCOPF) to find the best 122

TS candidate is computationally expensive and potentially 123

intractable in time. 124

In [11], a computationally less expensive mixed integer 125

program heuristic algorithm (MIP-H) is presented. But, large- 126

scale test of MIP-H algorithm showed that it is not scalable. 127

Researchers in [10] presented a mixed-integer programming 128

model for AC power flows (MIPAC). MIPAC is a modifica- 129

tion of an existing mixed-integer linear optimization model 130

called linear-programming approximation of AC power flows 131

(LPAC) model [27]. LPAC is computationally slower than 132

CE/ESM. When seeking the best single switching action for 133

IEEE 118-bus system, replacing CE/ESM byMIPAC resulted 134

in an average speedup of approximately 2.3 times. 135

In [13], researchers presented the limit branches TS 136

(LBTS) algorithm, based on line flow thresholds, which per- 137

forms approximately 108 times faster than the CE/ESM for 138

the IEEE 118-bus system. Although LBTS is computationally 139

fast, results showed that it is capable of recovering only 5.2% 140

of load shed compared to CE/ESM after (N-2) line contingen- 141

cies for the IEEE 118-bus system. In [12], authors proposed 142

the LSBmax algorithm based on selecting the candidate for 143

TS using proximity to the load shedding bus where the most 144

load is expected to be shed after a contingency. The LSBmax 145

algorithm performs approximately 22 times faster than the 146
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FIGURE 1. Flow chart for complete enumeration/exhaustive search
method.

CE/ESM for the IEEE 118-bus system and achieves a LSR of147

98%. As such, the performance of the LBTS and the LSBmax148

algorithms, for the IEEE 118-bus system, indicate the need149

for another method with faster and accurate (i.e., higher LSR)150

operation. In this manuscript, we assume that maximum LSR151

is achieved byCE/ESMand refer to it as base case. The results152

of IIS are compared with the base case.153

B. INTENTIONAL ISLANDING (IIS)154

In order to avoid cascading failures, IIS is utilized to stabilize155

the system [7], [8], [28], [29]. IIS divides the power system156

into smaller independent subsystems, which are disconnected157

through a selected set of transmission lines known as ‘‘cut158

set’’. These islands are independent from each other and sta-159

ble internally. It is important to keep the power frequency in160

the islanded region in an acceptable range and hence decrease161

the gap between generation and load.162

The IIS algorithms proposed in [28] and [29] to mitigate163

cascading failures, focus on power system stability and are164

based on generator coherency. We propose to divide the165

power system into a pre-deterministic islands such that gen-166

eration is greater than demand, i.e.,
∑

i∈NG P
Gi >

∑
j∈ND P

Dj167

in each island, as explained in Section IV-C.Moreover, in this168

work we develop four cases of creating islands to show that169

specific topologies may result in different amount of LSR.170

We leave the optimal method of creating islands for future171

work. The flow chart for IIS is shown in Fig. 2. For every172

non-trivial contingency, we divide the power system into173

FIGURE 2. Flow chart for intentional islanding (IIS).

predetermined islands as explained later in subsection IV-C. 174

We then find the total load shedding by summing the load 175

shedding in each island. The aim is to compare this total 176

load shedding in IIS case with the load shedding achieved 177

in TS case. 178

III. OPF FORMULATION FOR TS AND IIS 179

A. DCOPF FORMULATION 180

The electricity network is a set of N buses (or nodes) con- 181

nected by a set of L transmission lines (or edges or branches), 182

with controllable generators G and dispatchable demand D 183

located at a subset NG ⊆ N and ND ⊆ N of the buses, 184

respectively. The operating cost of a generator is a function of 185

its active output power ciPGi where i ∈ NG [30]. The cost of 186

load shedding is given by cjPDj where j ∈ ND. The objective 187

is to minimize the cost of generation and load shedding. 188

DCOPF based formulation is given below: 189

min
∑
i∈NG

ciPGi +
∑
j∈ND

cjPDj (1) 190

subject to : B.θ = PGi − PDj ∀ i, j ∈ N (2) 191∑
i

PGi =
∑
i

PDi ∀ i ∈ N (3) 192

VOLUME 10, 2022 98405
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PGimin ≤ P
Gi ≤ PGimax ∀ i ∈ NG (4)193

P
Dj
min ≤ P

Dj ≤ P
Dj
max ∀ j ∈ ND (5)194 ∣∣∣∣ 1x ij (θ i − θ j)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ Pijmax ∀ i, j ∈ N (6)195

θ imin ≤ θ
i
≤ θ imax ∀ i ∈ N (7)196

All variables are either presented asmatrices or vectors.PGi is197

the output of each generator and PDj is the power delivered at198

each load. PDj is dispatchable load and is modeled as ‘‘nega-199

tive generation’’ with negative cost in the objective function.200

The interested reader is pointed to Section IV of [31] for201

details on the dispatchable loads. Since, PDj is negative, the202

value for cj is negative to assign a positive cost for load shed,203

where cj is a function of value of lost load (VoLL). Note that204

the cost associated with load shedding cj in objective function205

(1) is larger than cost associated with generation ci. Eq. (2)206

represents active power flow constraints. B is bus susceptance207

matrix and θ represents bus voltage angles. Power balance208

at each node is given by (3). Constraints (4)–(7) represent209

the generation limits for online generators, the load limits210

for dispatchable loads, the thermal limits on lines, and the211

minimum and maximum limits for the bus voltage angles,212

respectively.213

B. ACOPF FORMULATION214

For ACOPF-based formulation, the objective function (1)215

and constraints (4)–(7) remains unchanged. Additional con-216

straints are given below:217

SGi − SDj = diag(V)Y
∗

busV
∗
∀ i, j ∈ N (8)218 ∣∣∣V iY

∗ i→j
line, row−iV

∗
∣∣∣ ≤ S i→j

max ∀ i, j ∈ N (9)219 ∣∣∣V jY
∗ j→i
line, row−jV

∗
∣∣∣ ≤ S j→i

max ∀ i, j ∈ N (10)220 ∑
i

QGi =
∑
j

QDj ∀ i, j ∈ N (11)221

QGimin ≤ QGi ≤ QGimax ∀ i ∈ NG (12)222

Q
Dj
min ≤ QDj ≤ Q

Dj
max ∀ j ∈ ND (13)223

V i
min ≤ V i

≤ V i
max ∀ i ∈ N (14)224

Similar to DCOPF formulation, all variables are either matri-225

ces or vectors. Bar above a variable is used to present com-226

plex numbers. Complex conjugate is shown by operator (.)∗.227

Constraint (8) gives apparent power flow. Y bus is the bus228

admittance matrix. Bidirectional apparent power flow line229

limits are presented by constraints (9) and (10). Constraints230

(11)–(13) are similar to (3)–(5) but for reactive power limits.231

Constraint (14) gives the maximum and minimum limits232

for the bus voltage magnitudes. Eq. (1)–(14) are adapted233

from [12].234

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP235

A. COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT236

Simulations are performed on a 3.89 GHz windows237

computer with 16 GB RAM without utilizing parallel238

TABLE 1. Details of the two test systems.

TABLE 2. Non-trivial CL for the two test systems.

processing. All simulations are performed using MAT- 239

POWER [31]. MATPOWER Interior Point Solver (MIPS) 240

was used to run DCOPF with dispatchable loads [32]. 241

B. TEST CASES 242

Two test cases are considered in this case study. Data from 243

MATPOWER test cases is used for IEEE 39-bus system [33], 244

[34]. Data from [35] is used for IEEE 118-bus system [36] 245

with line limits taken from [37]. As in [11], our emergency 246

ratings are set to 125% of normal ratings. Table 1 shows the 247

details of the test systems used. 248

Authors in [38] removed the elements of the radial trans- 249

mission system while using the IEEE 118-bus system in CL. 250

This was done as the system would not be considered as 251

N-1 compliant without the removal of the radial transmission 252

elements in the N-1 CL and these elements are not subject 253

to any standards of reliability as standardized by Federal 254

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Hence, we consid- 255

ered N-2 non-trivial line contingencies (L1 & L2) without 256

including the radial transmission lines for the same reason 257

mentioned in [38]. We developed a contingency list (CL) 258

based on DCOPF and ACOPF formulation. CL is a list of 259

contingencies that will overload the remaining components 260

of power system. Non-trivial contingencies is a subset of 261

CL that will result in nonzero load shed after a generation 262

redispatch [11]. 263

Note that we only considered N-2 non-trivial line contin- 264

gencies (L1 & L2). N-2 contingencies that involve generator, 265

i.e., G1 & L1 and G1 & G2, are beyond the scope of this 266

work. The reason of not including generator contingencies in 267

present work is that islands considered in this work are prede- 268

termined and a generator contingency might impact the rule 269

on which islands are formed, i.e.,
∑

i∈NG P
Gi >

∑
j∈ND P

Dj in 270

each island. Hence, forming optimal islands for contingencies 271

involving generators is left for future work. Table 2 shows the 272

non-trivial CL for the two test systems. 273

C. FORMATION OF AREAS AND ISLANDS 274

We divided IEEE 39-bus system and IEEE 118-bus system 275

into three pre-determined areas as shown in Figs. 7 and 4. 276

Note that division of these areas are not optimal but based on a 277

rule mentioned in section II-B, i.e.,
∑

i∈NG P
Gi >

∑
j∈ND P

Dj 278

in each area. For IEEE 39-bus system, we modified the areas 279
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FIGURE 3. Division of IEEE 39-bus system into three areas.

defined in MATPOWER test case [33]. For IEEE 118-bus280

system, the areas are defined in [39]. The interested reader281

is pointed to [33] and [39], for more details on mathematical282

formulation of cutsets and areas. The cut set used for IEEE283

39-bus system is between buses 14-15, 4-3, 39-1, 16-17 and284

is shown in Table 3. Similarly, the cut set used for IEEE 118-285

bus system is between buses 23-24, 38-65,47-69, 49-69, 65-286

68, 37-43, 42-49 and is shown in Table 4.287

1) IIS FOR IEEE 39-BUS SYSTEM288

Table 3 shows the four cases of islanding created by mixing289

different area combinations for IEEE 39-bus system. ‘‘Island-290

ing 4’’ is created by dividing IEEE 39-bus system into three291

islands where each island is equal to an area. Note that all292

three areas have
∑

i∈NG P
Gi >

∑
j∈ND P

Dj . ‘‘Islanding 1’’ is293

created by dividing the system in two islands, i.e., combining294

area 1 and area 2 as one island while area 3 is considered a295

separate island. Similarly, ‘‘islanding 2’’ and ‘‘islanding 3’’296

have two islands in each case as shown in Table 3. Transmis-297

sion line cut set in Table 3 shows which transmission lines298

are required to cut to obtain the four cases of islanding. The299

idea here is to show that different way of islanding a power300

system may result in different LSR.301

2) IIS FOR IEEE 118-BUS SYSTEM302

Table 4 shows the four cases of islanding created by303

mixing different area combinations for IEEE 118-bus sys-304

tem. To differentiate islanding names from IEEE 39-bus sys-305

tem, we used letters instead of numbers for IEEE 118-bus306

system. ‘‘Islanding D’’ is created by dividing IEEE 118-bus307

system into three islands where each island is equal to an308

area. Note that all three areas have
∑

i∈NG P
Gi >

∑
j∈ND P

Dj .309

‘‘Islanding A’’ is created by dividing the system in two310

islands, i.e., combining area A and area B as one island while311

area C is considered a separate island. Similarly, ‘‘islanding312

B’’ and ‘‘islanding C’’ have two islands in each case as shown313

FIGURE 4. Division of IEEE 118-bus system into three areas.

in Table 4. Transmission line cut set in Table 4 shows which 314

transmission lines are required to cut to obtain the four cases 315

of islanding. 316

D. METRICS 317

As mentioned above, if there exists the best TS candidate, 318

the base case (i.e., CE/ESM) will find it. Hence, we assume 319

that the maximum LSR (i.e., 100%) is achieved by the base 320

case and we will compare the IIS algorithm with the base 321

case. Three solutionmetrics from [12], namely the percentage 322

load shed reduction (%LSR), theworst speedup (WS), and the 323

average speedup are used to compare LSR and computational 324

efficiency of the IIS algorithm with base case. 325

The idea is to see if IIS algorithm performs faster than the 326

CE/ESM, but should be capable of achieving the %LSR of 327

the CE/ESM. LSR in the CE/ESM and the IIS is given by 328

(15), where τ is ESM or IIS and (LSi) is load shed during 329

contingency i where, i ∈ {CL}. 330

LSRτ =
CL∑
i=1

(LSi)without τ −
CL∑
i=1

(LSi)τ (15) 331

%LSR for IIS is given by (16). 332

%LSR =
LSRIIS

LSRCE/ESM
× 100 (16) 333

To compare the computational performance of the IIS algo- 334

rithm with the CE/ESM, we assume that the CE/ESM has a 335

speed (unit-less quantity) of one. IIS algorithm with speed of 336

greater than one means that the IIS algorithm is faster than the 337

CE/ESM. Moreover, from the entire CL, we want to compare 338

the maximum time taken by IIS algorithm, i.e., the worst case 339

with the worst case in CE/ESM. Speedup in the worst case is 340

given by (17). 341

WS =
Tmax. CE/ESM
Tmax. IIS

≥ 1 (17) 342

VOLUME 10, 2022 98407
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TABLE 3. Intentional Islanding (IIS) for IEEE 39-bus system.

TABLE 4. Intentional Islanding (IIS) for IEEE 118-bus system.

The average speedup (Sµ) achieved by the IIS algorithm is343

the ratio of average time taken by the IIS algorithm (Tµ IIS ) for344

the CL to the average time taken by the CE/ESM algorithm345

(Tµ CE/ESM ). Sµ is given by (18).346

Sµ =
Tµ CE/ESM

Tµ IIS
≥WS (18)347

V. SIMULATION RESULTS348

A. DCOPF FORMULATION BASED SIMULATION RESULTS349

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between DCOPF formulation350

based base case (CE/ESM) and DCOPF formulation based351

IIS for IEEE 39-bus system. Note that %LSR of base case352

(CE/ESM) is 100%. Moreover, WS of base case is taken as353

one. For IEEE 39-bus system, total load shedding for CL354

without using TS or IIS algorithms is 1884 MW . Amount355

of load shedding after TS is 1494 MW . The amount of load356

shedding after islanding 3 is 689MW . %LSR in islanding 3 is357

three times more than base case. These results show that IIS358

can perform better than TS. Moreover, the WS of islanding359

3 is 23 times faster than base case. The reason for this speedup360

is that in IIS algorithm we divided the system into small361

islands as shown in flow chart of Fig. 2. Running DCOPF362

for small islands is faster than CE/ESM.363

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between DCOPF formulation364

based base case (CE/ESM) and DCOPF formulation based365

IIS for IEEE 118-bus system. Note that, for %LSR, islanding366

A, B, C, and D performed better than TS base case. Islanding367

A %LSR is 120% of base case with speedup of 87 times368

of the base case. From Figs. 5 and 6, we can conclude that369

DCOPF formulation based IIS has potential for better LSR370

and improved computational performance as compared to371

DCOPF formulation based TS.372

B. ACOPF FORMULATION BASED SIMULATION RESULTS373

Fig. 7 shows the comparison between ACOPF formulation374

based base case (CE/ESM) and ACOPF formulation based375

FIGURE 5. Comparison of DCOPF formulation based base case (CE/ESM)
and DCOPF formulation based IIS for IEEE 39-bus system.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of DCOPF formulation based base case (CE/ESM)
and DCOPF formulation based IIS for IEEE 118-bus system.

IIS for IEEE 39-bus system. Note that %LSR of base case 376

(CE/ESM) is 100%. Moreover, WS of base case is taken as 377

one. Note that none of the IIS cases performed better than the 378

TS base case but IIS performed computationally fast than the 379

base case. %LSR achieved by islanding 2 is 74% of the base 380

case with the speedup of 10.6 times compared to base case. 381

Figs. 8 shows the comparison between ACOPF formu- 382

lation based base case (CE/ESM) and ACOPF formulation 383
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of ACOPF formulation based base case (CE/ESM)
and ACOPF formulation based IIS for IEEE 39-bus system.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of ACOPF formulation based base case (CE/ESM)
and ACOPF formulation based IIS for IEEE 118-bus system.

based IIS for IEEE 118-bus system. Note that, for %LSR,384

islanding A, B, C, and D performed better than TS base case.385

Islanding A %LSR is 205% of base case with speedup of386

89 times of the base case. FromFigs. 7 and 8, we can conclude387

that ACOPF formulation based IIS has potential for better388

LSR and improved computational performance as compared389

to ACOPF formulation based TS.390

C. AVERAGE SPEEDUP VS. WORST SPEEDUP391

Figs. 5-8 show that the WS improved from the smaller (i.e.,392

the IEEE 39-bus system) to the larger test system (i.e., the393

IEEE 118-bus system). The reason is that the number of394

transmission lines increases for larger test system, which395

makes the base case computationally expensive. On the other396

hand, IIS algorithm divides the system into small islands397

which reduces the computational burden hence WS increases398

as we move from smaller test case to larger test cases. This399

feature of scalability helps to implement IIS to real world400

larger systems. Moreover, Figs. 9 - 12 show that the average401

speedup gained by IIS is larger than the WS, which means402

most of the contingencies in CL take lesser time than the time403

taken by the worst contingency.404

D. COMPARISONS OF IIS WITH LBTS AND LSBmax405

ALGORITHMS406

Results presented in sectionV showed that IIS has potential to407

perform better than TS base case in terms of LSR. The aim of408

this section is to compare the computational performance of409

FIGURE 9. Comparison of DCOPF formulation based average speedup vs.
worst speedup for IEEE 39-bus system.

FIGURE 10. Comparison of DCOPF formulation based average speedup
vs. worst speedup for IEEE 118-bus system.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of ACOPF formulation based average speedup
vs. worst speedup for IEEE 39-bus system.

FIGURE 12. Comparison of ACOPF formulation based average speedup
vs. worst speedup for IEEE 118-bus system.

the IIS algorithm with two existing computationally fast TS 410

algorithms, other than CE/ESM, from literature. LBTS [13] 411

and LSBmax [12] showed computational superiority com- 412

pared to CE/ESM. 413

1) DCOPF FORMULATION BASED COMPARISON 414

Table 5 compares the performance of the DCOPF formu- 415

lation based IIS algorithm with the DCOPF formulation 416
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TABLE 5. Comparison of the performance of the DCOPF formulation
based IIS algorithm with DCOPF formulation based LBTS and LSBmax
algorithms for the IEEE 39 and IEEE 118-bus test systems. For IIS
algorithm, we selected islanding 3 and islanding B for the IEEE 39 and
IEEE 118-bus test systems, respectively.

TABLE 6. Comparison of the performance of the ACOPF formulation
based IIS algorithm with ACOPF formulation based LBTS and LSBmax
algorithms for the IEEE 39 and IEEE 118-bus test systems. For IIS
algorithm, we selected islanding 2 and islanding A for the IEEE 39 and
IEEE 118-bus test systems, respectively.

based LBTS and LSBmax algorithms. Note that the %LSR417

and Sµ for each algorithm are calculated with respect to418

the innate CE/ESM, i.e., using (16) and (18), respectively.419

By transitivity, we can establish the comparison of the IIS420

algorithm with LSBmax and LBTS algorithms through their421

respective CE/ESM. For both test cases, i.e., IEEE 39-bus422

and IEEE 118-bus test system, the IIS algorithm not only423

achieves a higher %LSR, but is faster than LBTS and LSBmax424

algorithms.425

2) ACOPF FORMULATION BASED COMPARISON426

Table 6 compares the performance of the ACOPF formula-427

tion based IIS algorithm with the ACOPF formulation based428

LBTS and LSBmax algorithms. Note that the %LSR and429

Sµ for each algorithm are calculated with respect to the430

innate CE/ESM, i.e., using (16) and (18), respectively. Again,431

by transitivity, we can establish the comparison of the IIS432

algorithm with LSBmax and LBTS algorithms through their433

respective CE/ESM. For both test cases, i.e., IEEE 39-bus434

and IEEE 118-bus test system, the IIS algorithm achieves a435

higher computational performance compared to LBTS and436

LSBmax algorithms. For IEEE 118-bus test system, the%LSR437

achieved by the IIS algorithm is greater than the %LSR438

achieved by LBTS and LSBmax algorithms.439

E. COMPARISON OF ISLANDING A WITH ISLANDING B, C,440

AND D FOR IEEE 118-BUS SYSTEM441

Results above showed that different islanding topology yields442

different LSR. The aim of this section is to show that one443

islanding topology is not optimal for every contingency. Simi-444

lar to finding best TS candidate, there is a need to find optimal445

islanding for each contingency, and is left for future work.446

FIGURE 13. DCOPF based comparison of islanding A with islandings B, C,
and D for IEEE 118-bus system.

FIGURE 14. DCOPF based violin plot for the distribution of the difference
of LSR achieved (in MW) for the cases where islanding A performs better
or worst than islanding B, C, and D, respectively.

1) DCOPF FORMULATION BASED COMPARISON 447

Fig. 6 shows that, for DCOPF formulation based %LSR, 448

islanding A performed better than islandings B, C, and D. 449

Fig. 13 presents the contingency by contingency comparison 450

of islanding A with islandings B, C, and D. Out of 368 total 451

N-2 non-trivial L1 & L2 contingency cases, islanding A 452

recovered less load shedding than islanding D in 147 cases. 453

These results showed that islanding A is not the optimal 454

islanding topology for 147 cases. On the other hand, out 455

of 368 total N-2 non-trivial L1 & L2 contingency cases, 456

islanding A recovered higher load shedding than islanding D 457

in 40 cases. But, the difference in LSR between islanding A 458

vs. islanding D for these 40 cases is higher than compared 459

to 147 cases. That is the reason why the overall result for 460

islandingA is better than islandingD. Fig. 14 shows the violin 461

plot for the distribution of the difference of LSR achieved (in 462

MW) for the cases where islandingA performs better or worst 463

than islanding B, C, and D, respectively. 464

2) ACOPF FORMULATION BASED COMPARISON 465

Fig. 8 showed that, for ACOPF formulation based %LSR, 466

islanding A performed better than islandings B, C, and D. 467

Fig. 15 presents the contingency by contingency comparison 468

of islanding A with islandings B, C, and D. Out of 2770 total 469

N-2 non-trivial L1 & L2 contingency cases, islanding A 470
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FIGURE 15. ACOPF based comparison of islanding A with islandings B, C,
and D for IEEE 118-bus system.

FIGURE 16. ACOPF based violin plot for the distribution of the difference
of LSR achieved (in MW) for the cases where islanding A performs better
or worst than islanding B, C, and D, respectively.

recovered less load shedding than islanding B in 876 cases.471

These results showed that islanding A is not the optimal472

islanding topology for 876 cases. On the other hand, out473

of 2770 total N-2 non-trivial L1 & L2 contingency cases,474

islanding A recovered higher load shedding than islanding B475

in 773 cases. But, the difference in LSR between islanding A476

vs. islanding D for these 773 cases is higher than compared477

to 876 cases. That is the reason why the overall result for478

islandingA is better than islanding B. Fig. 16 shows the violin479

plot for the distribution of the difference of LSR achieved (in480

MW) for the cases where islandingA performs better or worst481

than islanding B, C, and D, respectively.482

VI. CONCLUSION483

Load shedding is the least priority of power system operators484

but under emergency conditions, operators are forced to per-485

form load shedding tomaintain the power system stability and486

security. Topology control can reduce the required amount of487

load shedding after a contingency. In this paper, we explored488

intentional islanding as a load shed recovery (LSR) mech-489

anism. We compared the load shed recovery mechanism490

based on intentional islanding with complete enumeration491

or exhaustive search method. We implemented the algorithm492

on IEEE 39-bus system and IEEE 118-bus system for N-2493

non-trivial L1 & L2 contingencies. The %LSR achieved by494

the DCOPF formulation based intentional islanding for IEEE495

39-bus system is three times higher than the the DCOPF for- 496

mulation based complete enumeration or exhaustive search 497

algorithm. The %LSR achieved by the DCOPF formula- 498

tion based intentional islanding for IEEE 118-bus system 499

is 1.2 times higher than the the DCOPF formulation based 500

complete enumeration or exhaustive search algorithm. Simi- 501

larly, the %LSR achieved by the ACOPF formulation based 502

intentional islanding for IEEE 118-bus system is two times 503

higher than the the ACOPF formulation based complete 504

enumeration or exhaustive search algorithm. These results 505

show that intentional islanding can be a potential solution 506

for load shed recovery with notable speedup. The speedup 507

of intentional islanding algorithm increases as we move from 508

smaller system to larger system which is a good indication 509

that intentional islanding based load shed recovery algorithm 510

is scalable. Comparison of the intentional islanding algo- 511

rithm with existing TS algorithms showed the computational 512

superiority of the intentional islanding algorithm. In future, 513

we will use parallel programming to further increase the 514

achieved speedup. 515
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